
Justin
And

Annika
We are extremely grateful that you’ve chosen to take a
look at our profile and want to thank you for the
opportunity to tell you a little about ourselves.
Our Beginning...

We met in the fall of our senior year of college and were married by Christmas the following

year. After following Annika’s military career from North Dakota to Alabama to Tennessee, we

settled back down in Justin’s hometown just two hours south of Minneapolis in Southern

Minnesota. Annika is currently a stay-at-home mom and runs an out-of-home French Macaron

cookie business. Justin works as a professional pilot for a local business owner, which allows

him a lot of flexibility and time with his family.

After the birth of our daughter in 2018,
we were left without the ability to grow
our family biologically, but we would love
more kids!  We have a lot of love to give
and hope to get the opportunity to
connect with and support you.



Our Present...
Life in our household is constantly filled with excitement

from our bubbly, fun-loving four year old, two quirky adopted

cats (Lily and TC) and a loveable, family-friendly Golden

Retriever (Sadie). As Annika works from home, she loves

keeping Emily involved around town with neighbor

playdates and extracurriculars. Justin continues his work as

a pilot for a local business owner which allows him to be home most every night.

Our Future…

It is our desire to continue growing our family, spending our time enjoying life to its fullest and to

have a positive impact on as many people along the way as we can! We raise our daughter with

the same family values, integrity and work ethic that both of us were raised with and pray that

we get the opportunity to continue to do

that with a larger family. Our daughter

Emily is such a caring and kind little

child who cannot wait to be a big sister.

We spend as much time as
we can on family adventures
such as boating on the
Mississippi, hiking in the
Rockies and skiing in Duluth.
We value time spent together
and building memories that
will last forever!

We would love to Hear from you! Please Call / Text:
Justin    507-313-9429     Annika   507-525-3675

Or Email us at: AnnikaJustinAdoption@gmail.com


